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Abstract: The aim of this study was to assess the characteristics of fly ash foam concrete containing
two varying temperature ranges of microencapsulated phase change materials (PCMs): PCM28D
(26–30 ◦C) and PCM43D (41–45 ◦C). In total, five different fly ash foam concrete samples were pre-
pared, and the unit weight of cement was substituted with varying percentages of PCM (0%, 10%
and 30%). As a result, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis revealed that PCM43D-30%
exhibited a heat storage capacity of 45.32 ◦C and 37.89 ◦C with 42.87 J/g and 41.01 J/g in its liquid
and solid phases, respectively. Furthermore, thermocycle analysis indicated that PCM43D-30%
maintained the temperature within the stated phase change range for a duration of 7 h. In conclu-
sion, the incorporation of PCMs (28D and 43D) in fly ash foam concrete shows promise in reducing
indoor temperature fluctuations, thereby improving energy efficiency. The improved thermal perfor-
mance can be suitable for various applications such as inner and outside walls of energy-efficient
construction designs.

Keywords: microencapsulated phase change materials (PCMs); energy storage; fly ash foam concrete

1. Introduction

The usage of energy in construction has become a demanding concern because of rising
living standards and the increasing demand for heating and cooling. The International
Energy Agency [1] reported that the construction field already occupies over one third of
the world’s energy usage, so this proportion will rise even further in the next 50 years,
particularly in residential buildings [2]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to decrease
cooling and heating loads in construction and enhance energy efficiency.

There are multiple options to minimize cooling and heating loads in buildings [3–5]. One
of the promising solutions to this growing issue is the inclusion of renewable energy sources
into the construction field. By using solar thermal energy, for example, it is possible to decrease
cooling and heating energy demands. In these regards, the incorporation of phase change
materials (PCMs) has been initiated as a promising approach due to their remarkable ability
to reserve and radiate thermal energy. The phase transition process of PCMs, which involves
melting and solidifying states, allows them to operate as a thermal comfort system. When
the ambient room temperature increases, the PCM accumulates energy before transitioning
from a liquid to a solid state, and as temperature decreases, it solidifies, releasing the stored
energy back into the environment [6]. It is said that this process makes it possible to create
and maintain acceptable thermal comfort in residential buildings.

Within the building sector, the integration of PCMs’ phase change properties offers
various applications, such as incorporating these materials into walls, roofs and floors to
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regulate indoor temperatures effectively. Two commonly used methods for PCM integra-
tion are direct impregnation and microencapsulation. The first, the direct impregnation
method, involves absorbing PCMs into porous aggregates, but it can lead to PCM leak-
age and reduced thermal storage capacity [7]. The second method, microencapsulation,
addresses this issue by covering PCMs in protective shells, maintaining their properties dur-
ing the heating and cooling cycle [8]. However, microcapsules of PCMs have a significant
drawback, as they crack during the mixing process. Because the protective shell of PCMs is
composed of a polymer with limited mechanical stiffness, microencapsulated PCMs can be
damaged. As was recorded in a number of studies, a number of microcapsules of PCMs
were damaged [9–11]. Ref. [12], which evaluated the durability of self-compacting concrete
incorporating microencapsulated PCMs, observed large numbers of broken microcapsules.
From their findings, it can be suggested that microencapsulated PCMs are a sensitive soft
material and have a lower density than concrete, which contains high-density aggregates.
PCM microcapsules can be easily damaged by shear stress when mixed with conven-
tional concrete containing high-density raw materials. Such damage results in substantial
energy loss.

To address this issue and prevent disfigured PCM shells during mixing, two factors
should be considered. First, using low-density materials, such as foam and fly ash, in
concrete composites could help prevent cracking. Unlike conventional concrete, foamed
concrete typically signifies lightweight concrete characterized by a notably lower density,
increased porosity and reduced thermal conductivity [13–16]. Because of its substantial
number of air voids and its lightweight properties, foamed concrete is an effective exterior
wall insulation material [7,16,17]. Second, choosing an appropriate mixer also helps prevent
cracking. It is also important to use an appropriate mixer to avoid such damage, and the
OM mixer is claimed to be the most suitable option because, instead of stirring blades, it
has a flexible rubber ball that ensures that the PCM particles are mixed homogeneously
without any damage [18].

Regardless of the continuous effort in incorporating PCMs into building envelopes, it
remains crucial to choose the appropriate PCM that suits different temperature ranges. It is
noted that not all PCMs are suitable for thermal storage in building applications. PCMs
must meet two key requirements: a suitable latent heat capacity and melting tempera-
ture [19]. The heat storage capacity of PCMs is closely related to their latent heat capacity,
which measures the thermal energy absorbed during a phase transition. Researchers
have primarily focused on PCMs with temperature ranges from 20 ◦C to 32 ◦C, as these
temperatures align with optimal human comfort levels.

However, there are few researchers who have sought to explore PCMs with higher
temperature ranges and expand their potential applications. PCMs with higher temperature
ranges, between 40 ◦C and 50 ◦C, can be used in regions with hot climates to reduce heat
transfer from outside and reduce the excessive temperatures of external walls. For example,
in one study [20], a thermal analysis was conducted on building bricks with PCMs to be
used in hot weather conditions. The melting point of the PCM used as bricks in this study
is 47 ◦C. There was also an experimental study [21] in which the authors incorporated
PCMs that have a melting point of 44 ◦C. The results of these studies suggest that PCMs
displaying higher melting points could be useful in extreme hot weather conditions.

This study aimed to determine the energy-saving potential of two types of microencapsu-
lated PCMs (28D and 43D) integrated into fly ash foam concrete, investigating their material
properties and thermal behavior. These experiments contribute to the understanding of phase
change phenomena and could have practical implications for enhancing indoor comfort and
decreasing cooling and heating energy demands. These findings are also fundamental for
further large-scale experiments on real buildings in different environmental conditions.

This study comprises four main sections: The Section 1 introduces the concept of PCMs
and outlines methodologies employed for their integration into cement structures. The
Section 2 provides an overview of basic material properties, incorporating both mechanical
and thermal characteristics, along with the methods used for their assessment. The Section 3
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extensively elaborates on experimental findings and engages in a detailed discussion
regarding outcomes. The Section 4 offers comprehensive conclusions summarizing the
main findings derived from this experimental research.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this study, two varieties of microencapsulated PCMs (PCM28D and PCM43D) were
used. The melting temperature of PCM28D ranged between 26 and 30 ◦C, and that of
PCM43D ranged between 41 and 45 ◦C [22]. The specifications of these PCMs are as shown
in Table 1, provided by the manufacturers. Apart from PCMs, rapid-hardening cement
(RHC, Table 2) and type 2 fly ash, as illustrated in Table 3, meeting the requirements of [23],
were used as the main dry materials. Additionally, the following admixtures were added.
One of the additives was a water-reducing agent called Mighty 3000H, produced by Koa
manufacturing in Tokyo, Japan. This additive was employed to enhance the workability of
foam concrete. Moreover, in order to maintain the formation structure of the foam when
incorporated into cement mortar, Drexel was also used as a foaming agent.

Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of various microencapsulated PCMs.

Material Nature Size (µm) Melting (◦C) Heat of Fusion (J/g) Solid Content %

PCM28D Dry 15.0–30.0 26 to 30 189 97.0–100.0

PCM43D Dry 15.0–30.0 41 to 45 235 97.0–100.0

Table 2. Chemical composition of rapid hardening cement.

SO3 Cl Na2Oeq MgO C3S C2S C3A C4AF Ig.Loss

RHC 2.99 0.007 0.44 1.18 64 12 8 8 1.05

Table 3. Chemical composition of fly ash.

SIO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Glass p (g/cm3) Ig.Loss

Japan FA-II (JIS) 64.5 23.9 4.8 5.3 1.5 77.1 3.14 2.10

2.2. Mix Proportions

The dimensions of the samples were 40 mm × 40 mm× 160 mm, and all samples were
mixed with two distinct varieties of microencapsulated PCMs. PCMs were employed to
substitute 0%, 10% and 30% of the unit weights of cement, resulting in the preparation of
a total of five samples (Table 4). Earlier studies indicated that the direct incorporation of
PCMs into cementitious composites can lead to potential damage to PCM particles during
the mixing process [12]. The OM mixer is said to be suitable for mixing PCM particles into
concrete mixtures, as it prevents any damage to the PCM in the cement mixture [18]. In this
research, this mixer was used. First, all the dry materials were mixed in an OM mixer with
cement, fly ash and PCMs. In addition to water, a high-performance water-reducing agent
was added into the mixture to achieve uniform mixing. Following this, foam was produced
by a foam generator, where compressed air of 0.4 MPa was introduced. The foam was
added into the mixture until complete homogeneity was achieved. Prior to foam concrete
being cast into the mold, the wet density of the mortar was assessed by pouring it into a
container with a predetermined volume and then measuring its weight. The wet densities
of all the mix compositions were adjusted to achieve the target densities by calibrating the
water–cement ratio and foam content. All mixtures were cured for 3 d at 20 ◦C in a wet
chamber with 90% relative humidity. Following this, they were cured at 80 ◦C for durations
of 3 d, 7 d and 28 d in a chamber with a constant temperature and humidity of 90%.
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Table 4. Mix compositions for PCM foam concrete.

Mix
Designation

Cement
(kg)

Fly Ash
(kg)

(10%)

W/C
(Lit)
0.3

PCM
(kg)

10–30%

SP
(kg)
1%

Foam
(g)

Reference (0%) 4.50 0.45 1.35 0 0.045 310
PCM 28D (10%) 3.15 0.45 0.94 0.45 0.045 440
PCM 28D (30%) 2.25 0.45 0.67 1.35 0.045 890
PCM 43D (10%) 3.15 0.45 0.94 0.45 0.045 430
PCM 43D (30%) 2.25 0.45 0.67 1.35 0.045 900

2.3. Mechanical Properties

In accordance with the standard [24], the compressive strength was measured by using
the universal testing machine Hyactis 2000, manufactured by MARUI&Co., Ltd., located in
Tokyo, Japan. The tests were performed at a constant loading rate of 0.1 kN/s. The test was
conducted at 7 and 28 days during curing period. The results of every composition were
averaged for the three samples.

2.4. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

To assess the energy storage capacity and to analyze the process of melting and
freezing in the PCM, a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC-Q200 manufactured by TA
Instruments in New Castle, DE, USA) was utilized. The DSC has a temperature precision of
±0.1 ◦C. It records the heat flow rate of samples and measures them against the reference in
terms of their time and temperature [25]. An ultra-micro balance (Model-MC25) was used
to weigh the aluminum pans [26] containing the samples, with the weights of the samples
being between 5 and 10 mg. Then, the samples in the pans were pressed with the lid and
sealed under an encapsulated press. The measurements utilized an empty aluminum pan
as a reference baseline for comparison.

The DSC test involved a range of dynamic rates and various samples, aimed at
refining the experimental parameters governing the test. To accurately measure the tran-
sition temperature, it is recommended [27,28] that the samples are scanned with a low
heating/cooling rate. Once the sample is measured with a low heating rate, conducting
an experiment with a higher heating/cooling rate is suggested to measure the value of
the enthalpy. In this study, different rates of heating/cooling, specifically 0.5 ◦C min−1,
1 ◦C min−1, 2 ◦C min−1, 5 ◦C min−1 and 10 ◦C min−1, were examined to ensure the value
of the enthalpy and to increase its accuracy. The testing procedure began with an initial
isothermal phase at 20 ◦C for a duration of 1 min. Subsequently, the temperature was
increased to reach up to +40 ◦C at rates from 0.5 ◦C min−1 to 10 ◦C min−1. All samples
were subjected to a complete cycle within the testing procedure.

2.5. Thermal Conductivity

The characterization of the thermal conductivity of each type was determined by
means of 200 mm × 200 mm × 10 mm samples according to a standard [29]. All samples
were measured with the ‘Fox-200’ instrument after 28 days of drying. In compliance
with steady-state measurement standards, 20 ◦C is considered optimal for temperature
differences between lower and upper plates, as specified by the manufacturers [30,31].

2.6. Experimental Program for Heat Cycle Test

The heat cycling procedure, outlined in Figure 1, encompassed a 21 h cycle. The
chamber temperature during each cycle remained at 10 ◦C for a 4 h period, achieved at a
gradual rate of 2.5 ◦C per minute. Subsequently, the temperature was increased from 10 ◦C
to 50 ◦C in 20 min, and the temperature was maintained at 50 ◦C for 8 h before falling back
to 10 ◦C in 20 min and being sustained at that level for 8 h.
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2.7. Procedure for Preparing the Heat Cycle Test

The thermal cycling experiment was conducted using a specialized chamber (model
ETAC dc-450 manufactured by Kodama Co., Ltd., in Tokyo, Japan) with adjustable temper-
ature and humidity settings, as depicted in Figure 2.
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To evaluate the impact of PCM foam concrete when employed in materials of build-
ing walls, enclosed prototype samples were constructed on a laboratory scale. The ini-
tial prototype was structured according to the following sequence, from the interior
to the exterior: A PCM foam concrete layer with a 20 mm thickness was prepared for
200 mm × 200 mm × 20 mm specimens, accompanied by a 50 mm-thick layer of extruded
polystyrene foam with 300 mm × 300 mm × 50 mm dimensions. The physical model’s
configuration and a cross-sectional view of the prototype are visually presented in Figure 3.
Within the prototype setup, a total of three thermocouples were employed. One thermocou-
ple was positioned on the backside of the sample, another was placed on the surface, and a
third was inserted into the middle of the prototype box. The mid-specimen thermocouples
were utilized to facilitate comparisons with the various sides of the thermocouples.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1. Compressive Strength Test

In Figure 4, the compressive strength that the No-PCM foam concrete displayed was
compared with that of two concrete types containing PCMs (PCM28D and PCM43D).
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In both cases, 10% and 30% of the cement’s weight in foam concrete were substituted
with PCMs. The tests were carried out at 7 and 28 days of curing, with a temperature of
40 ◦C and a relative humidity of 90%. On day 7, the compressive strength of No-PCM
was recorded as 9.35 MPa. In contrast, the compressive strengths of PCM28D-10% and
PCM43D-10% were 6.9 MPa and 6.8 MPa, with the strength decreasing by 26.2% and
27.2%, respectively. On day 28, a dramatic change was noted. The compressive strength of
the No-PCM concrete was recorded as 13 MPa. In contrast, the compressive strengths of
PCM28D-30% and PCM43D-30% were 4.8 MPa and 5.2 MPa, with the strength decreasing
by 63% and 60%, respectively, compared with No-PCM. On the other hand, from day 7 to
day 28, the compressive strengths of all samples increased to 28% for No-PCM; to 23.3%
for PCM28D-10%; to 25.2% for PCM43D-10%; to 33.3% for PCM28D-30%; and to 19.2% for
PCM43D-30%.
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Two main factors in the reduction in the compressive strength are as follows: First,
the results show that the increase in the PCM added to the PCM foam concrete causes
a higher foam volume. A larger amount of foam creates higher porosity, leading to a
reduction in the compressive strength exhibited by the PCM foam concrete. Furthermore,
an increasing amount of PCM results in a notable decline in the compressive strength of the
PCM foam concrete because of the low mechanical properties of the PCM. PCMs behave
more like voids rather than aggregates and can be readily fractured under a compressive
force. According to [32], the retardation of the hydration process is evident in cement
mortars with PCMs; it was also reported that PCMs interacting with the C-S-H formation
adversely impacts the strength [33–35].

3.2. Density Tests

The primary characteristics that define foam concrete density are stability and consis-
tency. The outcomes of the density tests are provided in Table 5. Stability, in the context
of foamed concrete, refers to the ratio of the initial (fresh) density to the final (hardened)
density. Conversely, consistency relates to the ratio between the fresh density and the
target density, which is determined by the quantity of foam introduced into the foam
concrete mixture. In general, the density of foam concrete is influenced by both stability
and consistency factors, both of which have a direct impact on the material’s strength. The
test results demonstrate that all mix compositions containing PCM exhibited comparable
levels of consistency and stability, closely aligning with the intended target densities.
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Table 5. Density test results of foam concrete containing PCMs.

(Density Control)

Mix
Designation (wt.%) Curing

Condition
Curing Period

(d)
Fresh

Density (kg/m3)
Dry Density

(kg/m3)
Consistency

(%)
Stability

(%)

No-PCM 0 40 ◦C
RH-95%

3 1044 1021 1.0 1.0

7 1044 1016 1.0 1.0

14 1044 1012 1.0 1.0

28 1044 1008 1.0 1.0

PCM28D-10% 10 40 ◦C
RH-95%

3 937 978 0.9 1.0

7 937 906 0.9 1.0

14 937 902 0.9 1.0

28 937 883 0.9 1.1

PCM28D-30% 30 40 ◦C
RH-95%

3 1020 1038 1.0 1.0

7 1020 879 1.0 1.2

14 1020 863 1.0 1.2

28 1020 836 1.0 1.2

PCM43D-10% 10 40 ◦C
RH-95%

3 919 958 0.9 1.0

7 919 922 0.9 1.0

14 919 922 0.9 1.0

28 919 906 0.9 1.0

PCM43D-30% 30 40 ◦C
RH-95%

3 1050 1034 1.1 1.0

7 1050 918 1.1 1.1

14 1050 910 0.0 0.0

28 1050 898 0.0 0.0

The density test results of the PCM28D and PCM43D concrete with 10% and 30% PCM
on days 3, 7, 14 and 28 are shown in Figure 5. For all types of PCM foam concrete, the
control wet density was 1100 kg/m3. It is apparent that the density range of the PCM28D
and PCM43D foam concrete was between 1050 and 836 kg/m3, with the highest recorded at
1050 kg/m3 for PCM43D-10% and the lowest at 836 kg/m3 for PCM28D-30%. A decrease
in density was observed from days 3 to 28, and the calculated percentage variations were
as follows: for PCM28D-10%, 9.7%; for PCM28D-30%, 16.8%; for PCM43D-10%, 5.4%; and
for PCM43D-30%, 13.15%. The findings indicate that, with an increase in the quantity of
PCM, the density of the foamed concrete decreases. This is attributed to the lower specific
gravity of the PCMs in comparison to other components in foamed concrete [25].

3.3. DSC Test and Thermal Analysis

The DSC test was conducted on PCM foam concretes (PCM28D and PCM43D) with a
different amount of PCM using five distinct heating/cooling ranges between 0.5 ◦C/min
and 10 ◦C/min. The DSC test was also conducted on both the No-PCM foam concrete and
concrete with different amounts of PCM to determine their latent heat capacity.

Figures 6 and 7 comprise line graphs that show the effects of all five heating/cooling
rates of foam concrete with PCM28D (10% and 30%). A closer look at the scanning rates of
the PCM28D foam concrete (Figure 6) reveals that the lowest latent heat (∆h) was PCM28D-
10% at 0.5 ◦C/min, with melting and freezing peaks recorded at 27.55 ◦C and 21.99 ◦C, and
their latent heat storage (∆h) was 9.80 J/g and 8.79 J/g, respectively. In contrast, the highest
latent heat (∆h) was PCM28D-30% under 10 ◦C/min heating and cooling rates (Figure 7).
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The melting peak and the freezing peak were observed at 28.89 ◦C and 23.65 ◦C, and the
latent heat storage capacity was 38.68 J/g and 32.68 J/g, respectively.
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Figure 5. Effect of adding PCM on density of foam concrete.
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Figure 6. DSC measurement results: PCM28D-10% at different heating and cooling rates.
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Figure 7. DSC measurement results: PCM28D-30% at different heating and cooling rates.

Regarding the PCM43D foam concrete, the heating/cooling cycle test results (10%
and 30% samples) are shown in Figures 8 and 9. By looking more closely at their scanning
rates, it can be seen that the lowest latent heat (∆h) was for PCM43D-10% (Figure 8) when
measured at a 0.5 ◦C/min heating and cooling rate. The melting peak was 43.53 ◦C with a
latent heat storage capacity (∆h) of 12.48 J/g, and the freezing peak was 39.07 ◦C with a
latent heat storage capacity of 14.47 J/g. Also, the latent heat (∆h) of PCM43D-30% was the
highest (Figure 9) at a 10 ◦C/min heating and cooling rate. The melting peak was 45.32 ◦C
with a latent heat storage capacity (∆h) of 42.87 J/g, and the freezing peak was 37.89 ◦C
with a latent heat storage capacity of 41.01 J/g.
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Figure 8. DSC measurement results: PCM43D-10% at different heating and cooling rates.
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Figure 9. DSC measurement results: PCM43D-30% at different heating and cooling rates.

In conclusion, the DSC analysis conducted in this study had several significant findings.
First, this DSC analysis showed an overall increase in the latent heat, depending on the
added amount of PCM. Second, the impact of the heating and cooling rates on the behavior
of PCMs was evident. As the heating rates increased, the freezing ranges became broader,
and the maximum peaks shifted toward lower temperatures. There are two peaks that were
noticed in the cooling rates in the results of both types of PCM foam concrete, regardless
of the amount of PCM. It could be suggested that the two peaks have different reasons.
The smaller peak could have been caused by a transition in the polymer shell of the PCM
material itself, whereas the larger peak might have been caused by the phase change of
the paraffin material. If so, this is in line with [36]. Third, a comparative analysis between
two distinct PCM foam concretes (PCM28D and PCM43D) exhibited slight variations
in their latent heat capacities. Specifically, the latent heat capacity of the melting and
freezing peaks for PCM28D-30% exhibited lower latent capacities (38.68 J/g and 32.68 J/g)
compared to PCM43D-30% (42.87 J/g and 41.01 J/g) at a scanning rate of 10 ◦C/min. This
discrepancy can be attributed to the inherently lower latent heat capacity of pure PCM28D
in comparison to PCM43D, the data of which were provided by the manufacturer. These
findings underscore the importance of considering both the amount of PCM used and the
heating rate when designing materials for thermal energy storage applications.

3.4. Thermal Conductivity

The impact of PCM substitution into foam concrete samples was measured on day
28 of the thermal conductivity test. For each designated mix, ranging from PCM28D-
10% to PCM43D-30%, the thermal conductivity was measured (Figure 10). The thermal
conductivity of PCM28D decreased to 37.8% and 51.3% when PCM replacements of 10%
and 30% were introduced. For PCM43D, thermal conductivity reductions were found at
24.3% and 29.7%, respectively. The decline in thermal conductivity as the amount of PCM
composite increased can be attributed to the lower thermal conductivity of the PCM28D
and PCM43D composites, which falls within the range of 0.18–0.37 W/mK.
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Figure 10. Results of the thermal conductivity test for foam concrete with and without PCM.

Earlier investigations have observed that the density of concrete has a significant
impact on its thermal conductivity. This is in line with suggestions from [37], which
concluded that thermal conductivity increases with higher densities due to the lower
porosity of the sample. The density of both PCMs is lower than that of the No-PCM
sample due to the increase in the PCM replacement, which could have resulted in the low
thermal conductivity of PCM particles [38]. Another possible reason could be that the
independent cell foam prevents pores from releasing heat, resulting in lower conductivity
values [7,17,39].

3.5. Thermocycle Analysis

The evaluation of the thermal properties of PCM foam concrete panels (PCM28D
and PCM43D) with different proportions of PCMs was conducted through an analysis of
temperature variations. The temperature was measured at multiple points, includingthe
surface the backside of the foam concrete and the center of the prototype box. The heat
cycling conditions included 24 h per cycle in total, with heating and cooling rates lasting
for 8 h at 2.5 ◦C/min. The heat cycle temperature ranged between 10 ◦C and 50 ◦C. This
condition was chosen based on the melting and freezing ranges of these two types of PCMs.

PCM28D has melting and freezing temperatures ranging between 20 ◦C and 30 ◦C.
The temperature on the surface (Figure 11) of PCM28D-10% increased dramatically up to
40 ◦C at the beginning of the heating process and then gradually increased up to 50 ◦C
in approximately 3 h, whereas the growth rate of the temperature of the No-PCM foam
concrete was steady up to 50 ◦C. Moreover, on the backside of the foam concrete panel
(Figure 12), the PCM in the foam concrete melts first, absorbs the heat and maintains the
temperature for approximately one hour in a temperature range of 20–30 ◦C. After that, the
temperature of PCM28D-10% gradually increased up to 50 ◦C, and No-PCM experienced
a dramatic increase. On the inside of the prototype (Figure 13), the temperature trend
almost identical tothat observedfor the No-PCM foam concrete occurred during the heating
process. Contrarily, when the cooling process began, the surface temperature dropped
dramatically from 50 ◦C to 20 ◦C. In the following 3 h, the temperature gradually decreased
to 10 ◦C. On the backside of the foam concrete panel, initially, the PCM foam concrete froze
and began releasing heat when the temperature was between 30 ◦C and 20 ◦C. Here, the
temperature decreases observed in both PCM28D-10% and No-PCM had a similar trend
despite the temperature delay of around 1 h 30 min in PCM28D-10%. On the inside of
the prototype, there was almost no observed difference between the PCM28D-10% and
No-PCM foam concrete during the cooling process.
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Regarding PCM28D-30%, the temperature on the surface (Figure 11) of PCM28D-30%
increased dramatically up to 40 ◦C at the beginning of the heating process. After that, the
temperature gradually increased up to 50 ◦C in approximately 3 h, whereas the growth rate
in the temperature of the No-PCM foam concrete was steady up to 50 ◦C. Moreover, on
the backside of the foam concrete panel, with temperature increases from 20 ◦C to 30 ◦C,
the PCM in the foam concrete began to melt and absorb heat. The melting curve is shown
in Figure 12. The temperature was delayed for around 2 h compared to No-PCM, which
experienced a dramatic increase. After completing the melting process, the temperature
gradually increased up to 47 ◦C in approximately 7 h. Moreover, on the inside of the
prototype (Figure 13), as the temperature increased from 20 ◦C to 30 ◦C, the PCM in the
foam concrete began to melt and absorb heat, and the room temperature was maintained
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for around 60 min. After finishing the melting process, the temperature gradually increased
to 50 ◦C in approximately 3 h. Contrarily, when the cooling process commenced, the
surface temperature fell dramatically from 50 ◦C to 20 ◦C. In approximately the 3 h that
followed, the temperature gradually decreased to 10 ◦C. On the backside of the foam
concrete panel, as the temperature fell from 30 ◦C to 20 ◦C, the PCM foam concrete began
freezing and released heat. The temperature was delayed for approximately 2 h 48 min, and
that of No-PCM dramatically decreased. On the inside of the prototype, the temperature
difference between No-PCM and PCM28D-30% can be clearly seen. The room temperature
was maintained for around 1 h 30 min during the cooling process compared to No-PCM.

Regarding the PCM43D foam concrete samples, the results of the cooling and heating
cycles with different proportions are illustrated in Figures 14–16. For PCM43D-10%, it had
the lowest heat, and the melting and freezing range was between 40 ◦C and 50 ◦C. On the
surface (Figure 14), the temperature escalated dramatically up to 40 ◦C at the beginning
of the heating process, and then it gradually increased up to 50 ◦C in approximately 3 h.
That of No-PCM remained steady up to 50 ◦C. Simultaneously, heat was transferred to the
backside of the foam concrete panel (Figure 15). As the temperature increased from 40 ◦C
to 50 ◦C, the PCM in the foam concrete began to melt and absorb heat. The temperature
was delayed for approximately 6 h. However, compared with No-PCM, the temperature
dramatically increased. On the inside of the prototype (Figure 16), the room temperature
was maintained for 4 h within the specified range. No-PCM’s temperature showed the
highest indoor temperature values throughout the heating process. In contrast, when the
cooling process commenced, the surface temperature dropped dramatically from 50 ◦C
to 40 ◦C. In approximately the 3 h that followed, the temperature gradually decreased to
10 ◦C, and the rate of the decrease in the temperature of No-PCM foam concrete remained
steady up to 10 ◦C. On the backside of the foam concrete panel, as the temperature fell from
50 ◦C to 40 ◦C, the PCM foam concrete began freezing and released heat. The temperature
was maintained for approximately 30 min within the phase change range. After that, the
temperature gradually decreased and reached 10 ◦C after around 4 h, and that of No-
PCM dramatically decreased. On the inside of the prototype, the observed temperature
decreased; both PCM43D-10% and No-PCM followed a similar trend.

For PCM43D-30%, the surface temperature increased gradually and reached 50 ◦C
after 4 h (Figure 14), and on the backside of the foam concrete panel (Figure 15), as the
temperature rose from 40 ◦C to 50 ◦C, the PCM in the foam concrete melted and began
absorbing heat. There was a temperature delay of approximately 8 h, and the temperature
curve became nearly flat compared with No-PCM, the temperature of which dramatically
increased. Moreover, on the inside of the prototype (Figure 16), the room temperature was
maintained for around 7 h within the phase change range, and that of No-PCM gradually
increased up to 50 ◦C. In contrast, when the cooling process began, the surface temperature
dropped dramatically from 50 ◦C to 20 ◦C. In approximately the 3 h that followed, the
temperature gradually decreased to 10 ◦C, and the rate of the decrease in the temperature
of the No-PCM foam concrete remained steady up to 10 ◦C. On the backside of the foam
concrete panel, as the temperature fell from 47 ◦C to 40 ◦C, the PCM foam concrete began
freezing and releasing heat. The temperature was maintained for approximately 50 min
within the phase change temperature range. An interesting fact is that the DSC analysis
revealed two cooling peak points, occurring at 40 ◦C and 30 ◦C. The heat cyclic test showed
similar patterns with those two peaks shown at 40 ◦C and 30 ◦C during the cooling process
of the heat cycle test. The temperature of No-PCM consistently had the lowest values
during the cooling process. Moreover, on the inside of the prototype, the temperature
was maintained for around 50 min during the cooling phase. After that, the temperature
decreased steadily until the end of the temperature range, and the temperature of No-PCM
decreased gradually. As can be seen from Figures 14–16, the temperatures observed on the
surface of the foam concrete panel over time were different from those on the backside of
the foam concrete. This difference could be explained by the absorption of heat from the
surface and its release from the backside of the foam concrete to the inside of the prototype.
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In conclusion, both types of PCMs in foam concrete were effective in maintaining
temperature within the phase change range. Consequently, PCM foam concrete can find
versatile practical applications within buildings, including lightweight blocks and precast
panels. The enhanced thermal performance offered by PCM-infused foam concrete can
be applied across real-world construction projects to improve energy efficiency, comfort
levels and overall sustainability. Given the scope of this research to determine the energy-
saving potential of microencapsulated PCMs (PCM28D and 43D), it became clear that,
when the amount of PCM in the foam concrete increased, the room temperature was
maintained for a longer period. Regarding the inside of the prototype, it was revealed
that both PCMs in foam concrete were effective in maintaining the temperature within
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the phase change range. However, on the surface of the prototypes, the temperature of
both types of PCMs increased dramatically, although it was expected that the excessive
temperature would be reduced. Some differences were observed between PCM28D and
PCM43D, which is another significant finding of this experiment. PCM28D showed a
lower energy-saving potential compared to that of PCM43D. This can be explained by their
thermal properties. For example, PCM28D-30% had latent heat of 38.68 J/g, which was less
than that of PCM43D-30% (42.87 J/g). Additionally, it also had lower thermal conductivity
(0.18 W/mK) compared to that of PCM43D-30% (0.28 W/mK). This is because PCM28D
had lower latent heat and thermal conductivity, which resulted in PCM28D not showing a
proper thermal performance. In other words, PCM28D could not efficiently transfer heat
through the inside of the concrete panel due to its low thermal conductivity [40]. Therefore,
it could be argued that PCM43D has greater potential in decreasing energy consumption
because of its capacity to restrict temperature variations and to shift heating or cooling
loads [41]. This suggests that PCMs with higher temperature ranges between 40 ◦C and
50 ◦C could be suitable for regions with hot climates to minimize heat transfer from the
exteriors to the interiors of buildings.

4. Conclusions

This study provides the material properties and thermal performance of foamed
concrete incorporating PCMs, emphasizing the contributions of PCMs to the mixture. The
results of the series of tests conducted, as part of this experiment, are as follows:

• Mechanical testing revealed that both PCM28D-30% and PCM-43D-30% exhibit suf-
ficient mechanical properties for various applications, including ALC panels with a
required compressive strength of 3 MPa.

• Regarding the DSC test results, the energy storage capability of PCM foam concrete
increases with a higher PCM content.

• The thermal conductivity results showed a decrease in thermal conductivity with
increasing amounts of PCM composites.

• The thermocycle analysis demonstrated a favorable performance for the PCM foam con-
crete types, maintaining temperatures within the desired ranges for extended periods.

In conclusion, PCM foam concrete demonstrates beneficial characteristics, including
improved thermal performance and latent heat storage capabilities. The findings of this
study indicate that the incorporation of PCMs’ high melting and freezing ranges in foam
concrete can effectively reduce indoor temperature fluctuations, leading to enhanced energy
saving and improved thermal comfort in buildings.

Moreover, there are a few considerations that should be addressed in the future. First,
as a follow up to this small-scale test conducted on lightweight PCM foam concrete, more
experimental studies are needed to ensure the proper application of PCM foam concrete in
large-scale, real building environments. Second, what needs to be considered is the cost of
PCMs, which would be a challenge for PCM applications. Therefore, further studies could
also focus on ways to make PCM applications cost-effective and affordable.
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